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How the Internet Of  
Things Will Turn Us Into  
Connected Worlers

By Simon Chandler

AI and ethics - ‘Unbiased  
data is an oxymoron’

By Derek du Perez

Small Companies with Big  
Ideas Shine at the IoT  
Solutions World Congress

By Bob Varva

IoTSWC Promotes Diversi-
ty, Drives Real World Soul-
tions, and Spotlights the  
Future of IoT and Industry

By Lara Sawinski

McLaren Group embraces  
OiT and edge computing

By Hannah Williams

Why blockchain in  
healthcare could improve  
outcomes for patients

By Dan Robinson



We started some very big things with  
Intel, especially in this fair, a few  
years ago. We are Intel preferred  
partner for IoT robotics and AI, so  
this is definitely a good place for  
starting a business.

We are here because we are  
launching a new satellite-
based IoT service. We are the only  
satellite operator showing this kind  
of solution and we thought this was  
really the right place to announce it.

Being at the IOTSWC is very  
important for us. Since it is an  
international event, we can have  
useful discussions with different type  
of partners and suppliers.

We’ve decided to participate  
several years in the IOTSWC for  
three reasons: we find it a fantastic  
opportunity to connect with our  
customers and clients, it’s a great  
opportunity to learn from other  
companies and understand what  
they’re doing, and the other thing is
to deliver a unique experience in the  
event.

There’s a number of really great  
companies that we’ve talked to and  
have been able to blossom those  
relationships, from companies we’ve  
known in the past and companies we  
just met for the first time. Building  
up this ecosystem around our  
products is essential for us and we’ve  
really been able to do that here so  
we’re definitely going to be back in  
the future.

Events like these are fantastic  
opportunities to meet new customers  
and understand what different  
customer needs are and if we are  
evolving in the right direction.

This is very much a partner-driven  
event, an ecosystem event, and
as DT we’re super focused on  
building, maintaining and driving  
the ecosystem approach in IoT in  
general. Without this type of events  
we simply wouldn’t be able to do  
that, so for us they’re super crucial.

Digital change is not just about  
technology and processes - it’s about  
people. Thanks you, Barcelona, for  
such a warm welcome onstage at
the #IoTSolutionsWorldComgress  
today. Has a discussion about
the importance of people in any  
successful digital transformation.



This event is actually quite  
interesting because we’ve got
an IoT hall and we’ve also got an  
industrial manufacturing hall and I  
think there’s been a really interesting  
interplay between the both. So
for us it’s really compact, really  
compressed and really intensive and  
it gives us real opportunity to talk
to customers in their own language  
about industrial solutions they need  
right now

Honoured to have been the  
opening keynote speaker for the  
Al and Cognitive Systems forum at  
#IoTSWC19.

Not the charisma of Jobs or MLK  
but proud nonetheless to have  
shared our research piece discussing  
industry leaders keys to successful Al  
implementations

Great meeting with Cartesiam at  
the loT Solutions World Congress  
in Barcelona: Their solution allows  
to integrate artificial intelligence  
components on microcontrollers.
The added value of this method  
is therefore to be able to deploy a  
simplified Al in EDGE (where the  
data has been collected) while the
limited computing power normally  
prevents it.

I was privileged to have a chat over  
my favourite topics with journalist 
Pablo Valerio at the loT Solutions  
World Congress in Barcelona.

During this years IOT Solutions  
World Congress, Riddletag Yuriy  
Holuzynets demonstrated how you  
can go through a turnstile and pay  
for your ride at the subway in just 1  
sec at our booth!
This innovative solution involves  
customer authentication, facial  
recognition and a highly secure  
connection to Amazon Web Services  
(AWS).

We love coming to IOTSWC. I used  
to be here before we had a product  
to research the space and see what  
the interesting use cases are. It’s a  
great conference where users often  
speak about what their problems are
and the actual ROI on the technology  
solutions that they’re implementing.  
Now we come in to meet some of  
these users and hopefully convert  
them into some of our customers.

It is our first time in the IOTSWC  
and it has been, up to now, a great  
experience.



http://www.iotsworldcongress.com/









